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Mass Propagation of Bacteria Pathogenic
for Insects
JOHN D. BRIGGS 1

During the past four years, eight patents have
been issued in five countries claiming unique pro-
cesses for propagation and formulation of a spore-
forming bacterium, Bacillus thuringiensis Berliner,
known to be pathogenic for insects. The details are
as follows:
Institut Pasteur, Procede d'obtention de produits

biologiques pour la lutte contre les insectes nuisibles
a l'agriculture, French Pat. No. 1 225 179, 15 Feb-
ruary 1960.

Institut Pasteur, Methodfor producing biological pest-
destroying reagents, Canadian Pat. No. 630 687,
7 November 1961.

Institut Pasteur, Method for producing biological
pest-destroying reagents, United States Pat.
No. 3 071 519, 1 January 1963.

Bioferm Corporation, Preparation of microbial
insecticide, Canadian Pat. No. 639 333, 3 April
1962.

Bioferm Corporation, Microbial insecticides, British
Pat. No. 907 030, 26 September 1962.

Bioferm Corporation, Preparatton of microbial
insecticides, United States Pat. No. 3 073 749,
15 January 1963.

Roussel-Usines Chimiques des Laboratoires Fran-
rais, Nouveau procede de preparation d'un insect-
icide sdlectif d'origine microbienne, produits en
resultant et son utilisation. French Pat. No.
1 284 026, 2 January 1962.

Institute of Biology, Prague, Czechoslovakia [Patent
covering preparation of microbial insecticide
concentrate], Czechoslovak Pat. No. 105 416,
1962 (estimated).

A United States of America patent (now expired)
of historical and continuing practical importance

' Professor of Zoology and Entomology, Department
of Zoology and Entomology, Ohio State University, Colum-
bus, Ohio, USA.

is that describing the in vivo propagation of " milky
disease " organisms (B. popilliae Dutky and B. lenti-
morbus Dutky).2

Reflecting the confidence of governments and
industry in microbial control, the research resulting
in process development has, in most cases, been
supported by the fermentation industry either
wholly or in part. It is difficult in most cases to
estimate the dividends that insect pathology, in
particular, and biological control, in general, will
receive as a result of the interest shown by industry
in the mass propagation of a single pathogen.
Whether public or private, the fermentation group
involved has gained valuable experience in this
important applied phase of insect pathology.
Consequently, the industry is well prepared -to
undertake further research and development pro-
grammes for processes to mass propagate pathogens
other than bacteria.
The processes as published differ little in principle

but they obviously have unique features, as specified
in the claims that support their patentability. In the
hands of knowledgeable and conventionally trained
industrial microbiologists, the candidate organism
is subjected to routine procedures for bacterial
propagation. As we have gained experience, how-
ever, it has become apparent that there are special
considerations in mass propagation of a bacterial
insect pathogen, due to the nature of the organism
and specifications for the final product. In pro-
duction of microbial insecticides based on a bacterial
pathogen, special attention is necessary to satisfy the
requirements of the insect pathologist and microbial
control specialist as well as the micro-organism.
A detailed discussion of commercial mass production
of microbial insecticides is given by Briggs.3

' Dutky, S. R. (1941) Method for control of Japanese
beetle, United States Pat. No. 2 258 319.

- Briggs, J. D. (1963) Commercial production of insect
pathogens. In: Steinhaus, E. A., ed., Insect pathology: an
advanced treatise, New York & London, Academic Press,
vol. 2, pp. 519-546.
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J. D. BRIGGS

CONSIDERATIONS IN BACTERIAL
PROPAGATION

A brief review of several phases and important
considerations in bacterial propagation for microbial
insecticides will aid in further consideration of the
subject.

Organism
Assuming selection of a candidate bacterium, the

stability of its pathogenicity, surely a principal
attribute, should be assured, first, after repeated
subculturing; and second, by maintaining patho-
genicity through " scale-up " in production volumes,
perhaps several thousand times. The physical
strength or stability of the active bacterial principle,
whether a cellular element or a soluble product,
will contribute to the satisfactory recovery and
formulation and use of the pathogen.

Medium
The challenge of providing a satisfactory nutritive

medium for bacterial propagation is limited only
by the quantity of the host insect available in the
case of bacterial pathogens limited to their host for
successful propagation. This is best illustrated by
the " milky-disease " organisms, Bacillus popilliae
Dutky, and B. lentimorbus Dutky. In vitro propa-
gation requires a medium selection that provides
adequate yields of the active principle. " Adequate
yields" implies the satisfaction of the bacteria for
nutritional requirements, resulting in quantity and
quality of the desired product to satisfy the economic
aspects of the programme.

Incubation
As with medium selection, the provisions for

satisfactory incubation conditions are simplified
where the pathogen propagation is restricted to a

host insect. It should be noted, however, that the
situation is simplified only in so far as the quantity
of desirable host material is so abundant as to permit
propagation when and where desired. For in vitro
cultivation we maintain the nutritive medium within
an enclosure and provide energy to satisfy respira-
tory, thermal and other physical requirements
(e.g., agitation, anti-foam).

Essentially, we attempt to provide the optimum
environment for the candidate bacterium to realize
and increase its potential as an insect pathogen.

Manipulation of nutritive medium and physical
conditions of incubation are powerful tools for

"4 management " of the micro-organism. To use

these tools with greatest efficiency, we need to
know the mode of pathogen action and the physio-
logy of the pathogen. Our increasing knowledge of
the in vitro behaviour and insect pathogenicity of
B. thuringiensis has, for example, made it possible
to provide special media for maximum yields of
either a soluble exotoxin, active against some
Diptera, or a crystalline toxin used for control of
noxious Lepidoptera. Both of these active principles
occur simultaneously in cultures of B. thuringiensis
cultivated on a standard laboratory nutrient medium.
Exploiting the production of one or the other toxic
principle is achieved through the informed manipu-
lation of nutritional and environmental conditions.

Recovery andformulation

Recovery procedures for the active principle will
be determined by the nature of the material to be
recovered. Particulate, cellular components (e.g.,
spores and crystals of B. thuringiensis) may be
processed from the cultural medium by filtration or
spiay-drying and held in a dry state. If appropriate,
the whole culture medium might be stabilized by
chemical or physical means to avoid loss of resistant
forms (e.g., germination of spores) or of soluble
components, or contamination by putrefying organ-
isms.

In addition to the physical nature of the active
principle, the eventual disposition or use of the
microbial insecticide, and consequently its formu-
lation, will influence the recovery method. A
particulate material to be used as a spray could best
be recovered and formulated in the liquid phase to
avoid drying and, later, wetting and re-suspension
with all the associated complications. Dust bases
could be dried in a recovery operation, if a stabilized
fluid preparation is not useful, or if weight of the
final product is an important factor in transportation.

Successful formulation is often intimately associ-
ated with treatment during recovery of the pathogen.
Choice of medium may also have an influence if
medium constituents are recovered with the active
principle. Formulation should not be subordinated
to any phase of the production of a microbial
insecticide. The microbial insecticide is realistically
judged according to the performance of the formu-
lated product. In the hands of a disinterested party
outside the laboratory, success of the product rests
to a very great extent on the formulation. Formu-
lation appears to be a common denominator in the
success or failure of pesticides, whether they are
chemical or biological in nature.
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Standardization

Standardization of bacterial insecticides has been
based, to date, on two methods: (a) an enumeration
of bacterial or viable spore-counts per unit volume
or weight; (b) a biological assay based on mortality
of a susceptible insect. As the chemical nature of
active principles becomes better understood through
isolation and purification, more precise and accept-
able assays, and consequently standardization of
these products, will become possible.'
The issued patents tell us what has been done in

the development of mass propagation processes;
that is, what was done five or more years ago. Can
we expect continued revolution in microbial control
materials based on mass-cultivated bacterial insect
pathogens ? During the introductory period for
the bacterial-based microbial insecticide in the
United States of America, standard bacterial propa-
gation techniques developed faster than our know-
ledge of proper formulation or use of these microbial
insecticide materials. The wise conservatism of some
leaders in the fermentation industry active in pro-
duction of B. thuringiensis recognized the difficulties.
As a result a reaction is now evident and the research
and development efforts, internationally, appear to
be devoted to strengthening established positions
rather than introducing new materials. Develop-
ment programmes are improving existing formula-
tions and developing new ones; efforts abound for
improved yields and active research programmes are
seeking isolation of individual fractions of a toxic
nature from bacterial fermentations.
From the standpoint of insect pathology, all the

conditions described are healthy signs for microbial
control. With the sophistication in technology of
a competitive industry for product improvement,
new knowledge will result. For example, the basis
for broadening the spectrum of activity of B. thurin-
giensis has become evident as its toxigenic potenti-
alities are understood. Government regulations and
the continued effort toward greater efficiency in
production demand increasingly rigid standardiza-
tion and greater sensitivity in assays. Improved
analytical procedures will benefit basic studies.

1 Fisher, R. A. & Briggs, J. D. (1963) Devs ind. Microbiol.,
4, 137-141.

Economic considerations of the efforts of the
principal producers in microbial insecticides should
be given attention. The profit margin is not sufficient,
with the products in hand for today's limited market,
to expect an extensive development programme with
more than one candidate pathogen, regardless of
the potential of others that may be suggested.

Essentially, the situation is that the production
capacity for microbial insecticides based on bacterial
insect pathogens is in the hands of relatively few
institutions. In many cases these institutions are not
able to risk additional funds for development. Under
these circumstances, how will described pathogens
of great potential or new pathogen isolates be brought
to a field-testing stage ?
For those pathogens restricted to their host for

propagation, the collection or rearing of host
material is necessary. An example of successful
utilization of this principle is the propagation of
" milky-disease " organisms for control of Japanese
beetle grubs.
As an extension of an anticipated diagnostic

service for diseased vectors, an isolation and screen-
ing programme, with an eye to production, must be
implemented. Promising candidates resulting from
the screening programme would, in the case of
bacterial pathogens, be subjected to small-scale
development studies to understand the cultural
requirements of the organism in broad terms. The
requirements should include carbohydrate, protein,
other nutritional elements, needs for aeration and
agitation, and practical limitations for the size of
production vessels.
For those outstanding prospects as a base for

microbial insecticides, a serious effort should be
devoted to determining the production potential
and limitations of the geographic location in which
the materials are needed. What protein and carbo-
hydrate sources may be used for growth medium
constituents, what local energy sources exist for
providing growth conditions, and are culture vessels
(e.g., 20-litre petrol tins) easily available ?
The " on-site " approach to pathogen propagation

is not without the risk of failure to produce the best
product possible. However, this risk besets producers
under the best of conditions and the failure to attain
the " best " product must be weighed against the
consequences of not having a product of any type


